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Techstyle Graphic Ceilings
®

The Techstyle Graphic Collection of acoustical ceiling panels make customizing the
®

ceiling plane more versatile and exciting than ever. With a curated palette of pattern and
color options that are through the roof and cellular construction that provides exceptional
acoustical performance, Techstyle Graphic has the power to change the atmosphere of
a space.
Techstyle Graphic panels offer a selection of organic, abstract and geometric designs that
can be re-colored to fit any room scheme. For something totally unique, create your own
design and we’ll make it happen.

Techstyle Graphic Patterns

Techstyle Graphic Patterns

Asymmetric

Dimensional

®

Grid

Crease

Patterns represent a 48" x 72" panel

Tartan

Lattice

®

Strokes

Origami | small

Newspaper

Color Palette

Origami | large

Divergent

Penny

Storm

Coal

Concrete

Seaglass

Sterling

Foothills

Latte

Custom colors are available

Techstyle Graphic Patterns

Techstyle Graphic Patterns

Organic

Parallel

®

Hex | small

Mosaic

Patterns represent a 48" x 72" panel

Hex | large

Earth

®

Network | small

Branches | small

Network | large

Branches | large

Form

Streak

Color Palette

Section

Linear | small

Penny

Storm

Coal

Concrete

Seaglass

Sterling

Foothills

Latte

Curve

Linear | large

Custom colors are available

Techstyle Customizable Ceilings
®

In addition to Techstyle Graphic, our Techstyle panel offerings include White, Wood,
®

Color and Texture styles. All of these designs can be colored and reimagined in virtually
any style you can envision. Our experts will work with you to customize a project to
your exact specifications. With Techstyle panels, the ceiling is the ultimate canvas on
which your design concept can come to life.

Techstyle White Ceilings
®

Techstyle White panels feature a clean aesthetic
®

with modern lines.

Cheniere Energy Headquarters | Techstyle White
Photo: © Scott McDonald, Gray City Studios

Techstyle Wood Ceilings
®

Techstyle Wood panels offer the lightest, most
®

acoustical wood look at the ceiling.

Draper Senior Center | Techstyle Wood

Techstyle Color Ceilings
®

Techstyle Color panels combine acoustical
®

performance with an extensive palette, including
hues from major paint manufacturers so you can
complement any color scheme. Or, bring us your own
color vision. We can match any color with precision.

Imperial Oil Campus | Techstyle Color
Photo: © Scott McDonald, Hedrich Blessing

Techstyle Key Features

Echelon Grid System

®

■

■

■

■

■

■

™


Grid
available in clear anodized, black and white finish

Clean and simple integration with lighting, diffusers,
and other subsystems



Easy
installation—self-squaring elements ensure
exact positioning

Proprietary lightweight fiberglass composite construction

Monolithic
appearance—large format panels,
semi-concealed suspension, nominal ¼" reveals

Trims engineered for fast installation

■

Enhanced soiling resistance and cleanability

■

Formaldehyde free

anodized narrow grid. Available with any of the Techstyle panels: Graphic, White, Wood, Textures,

■

Class A Fire Rating, per ASTM E84
GREENGUARD Gold Certified

Colors, or custom design.

■

■


Excellent
broadband noise reduction

■

Convenient swing-down access to the plenum

The Techstyle® Echelon™ System combines large-format acoustical ceiling panels with a precise,

■

■

For more information about the Techstyle Echelon System, please visit HDarchitectural.com.


Panels
with patterns, textures, and solid colors are
created using dye sublimation process
P
 anels available in a variety of sizes; up to 24" x 96"

& 48" x 72"

Echelon System Detail

Techstyle Acoustics
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Techstyle Graphic panels’ honeycomb design absorbs both high and low frequencies at an impressive level,
providing superior acoustical performance. NRC 0.85 (ASTM C 423) SAA 0.89 (ASTM C 423)
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From this point on,
when it comes to ceilings:
there is no limit.

About Hunter Douglas
Hunter Douglas is fluent in design. We believe that conversation with
architects and designers generates exceptional design and innovation.
For over 60 years, this collaborative approach has helped us to develop
high quality products found around the globe.
Please get in touch to learn more about how we can customize your
next project.
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